
 DESCRIPTION 
7 ports USB 3.1 Super Speed Hub allows you to connect USB devices such as digital 

cameras, phones, external hard drives, flash drives and printers to one convenient place. Just 

a Type-C connector on your computer, you will get all the connectivity while staying clutter-

free effortlessly. With a slim, strip-shape design, it saves you precious desktop space. It's 

extremely portable and easy to move between systems or take on the road. NOTE: 1. The 

hub supports a maximum of 2 hard drives, but for best performance, the power demand of 

connected devices shouldn’t exceed the total USB output of 5V 0.9A. Devices with high 

power demand such as Apple USB SuperDrive shouldn’t be connected to the hub.2. Not 

recommended for charging tablets and other devices with high power demand.3,PD fast 

charging is only for laptops but not for phones S9 / S8 /LG/HTC etc. Phones only support 

normal charging Description--- Aluminium fineness sandblasted housing with build in USB 3.1 

extension cable---Type-C Compatible, works with the latest computers and smart devices with 

Type--C ports---7 downstream ports support data transfer rates up to 5Gbps for your flash 

memory, SSD, 2.5"/3.5" mobile hard disk drive, Camera etc., you'll be able to transfer a HD 

movie in seconds. Also backwards compatibility with USB 2.0 / 1.1.Features the sleek yet 

durable apple-style aluminium fineness, which Type C adapter Works well with the latest 

2015 new Mac book, Nokia N1, Chrome Book Pixel and other USB C Devices. Wide 

Compatibility: MacBook Pro 2017 / MacBook Pro 2016 / New MacBook 2016Dell XPS13 / 

XPS15 /Inspiron 15 7000 / Inspiron 13 7000HP Spectre 13 / Spectre X360 / ENVY 13/ ENVY 

X360 / HP Elite Book Folio G1ASUS Chrome book Flip / ZenBook3 / ASUS Zen Book Pro/ 

ASus Zen Book Flip/ ASUS Transformer 3 Pro T303UAGoogle Pixel book Lenovo Yoga 920 / 

910 / 720Huawei Mate book Samsung Chrome book Pro/Chrome book Plus/ Galaxy Book. 

 

 FEATURES 
 Multi-function USB-C Hub: Instantly expand your single type-c port into 7 standard USB 3.0 

ports with a premium power delivery PD fast charging port, provides enough power for your 
laptop or tablets(N 

 Extend Laptop/Phone to 7 USB 3.0 PORTS: This USB C docking station can extend your 
laptop/phone to 7 USB 3.0 ports with 5Gpbs transfer speed for external hard drive, USB flash 
drive, mouse, USB headph 

 PD Charging&OTG Function: Type-C hub also supports 5V-20V PD quick charge for your 
laptop and up to 60W(max), can be used for data transfering and charging simultaneously. 
With OTG function easily ena 

 Aluminum exterior is sleek yet durable, effectively resisting scratches and wear from repeated 
plugging in.Enjoy data transfer rates of up to 5Gbps so you spend less time syncing (actual 
rates depend 

 Plug-and-play, does not require any software, drivers, or complicated installation process. 
USB C hub conveniently connects to Apple MacBook 12" , Apple MacBook Pro 
2015/2016/2017, Lenovo Yoga 920 14" 

 

 


